


















































A stout hazel:A stick cut from the
 
hazel tree, which was associated in
 
Celtic mythology and tradition with
 





















































































































































































































































































































The “blue pill”is actually a round,
gray pellet the size of a peppercorn....
It was simple enough to assemble most
 
of the ingredients,which include mer-
cury,liquorice root,rose-water,honey
 




















































































When he［Mr.Duffy］learned that the
 
young girl beside① her was her daugh-
ter he judged② her to be a year or so
 
younger than himself. Her face,
which must have been handsome,had
 
remained intelligent. It was an oval
 
face with strongly marked features.
The eyes were very dark blue and
 
steady. Their gaze began with a defi-
ant note, but was confused by what
 
seemed a deliberate swoon of the pupil
 
into the iris,revealing for an instant a
 
temperament  of great  sensibility.
The pupil reasserted itself quickly,this
 
half-disclosed nature fell again under
 
the reign of prudence, and her astra-
khan jacket, moulding a bosom of a
 
certain fulness,struck the note of defi-
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ance more definitely.
He met ③ her again a few weeks
 
afterwards at a concert in Earlsfort
 
Terrace and seized the moments when
 
























































































































































holismus chronicus, eller chronisk alkohols-
jukdomという著書を著わし，1852年にはド
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てはVickery,Roy.A Dictionary of Plant-
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［Abstract］
Mr.Duffy’s Paralyzed Body:His Feigned Equilibrium in a Fragmented Society and Its Contemporary Discourse in James Joyce’s“A Painful Case”
Mikako AGEISHI
 
Mr. Duffy, the main character of James Joyce’s “A Painful Case,”is a sophisticated
 
upper-middle class intellectual,who seems a very punctual person. He rejects all sorts of
 
human contact and creeds, but lives uneasily with himself. By exploring the soul of this
 
highly introverted bachelor,Joyce exposes an agony related to the accelerated process of
 
fragmentation and isolation, which is a symptom of modernizing Dublin. Mr. Duffy’s
 
equilibrium derives from his pathological obsession with orderliness and his denial of all
 
types of disorder. His willful alienation from his own body,however,leads the readers to
 
recognize an extreme case of divided consciousness. This paper considers Mr. Duffy’s
 
paralyzed body and his feigned equilibrium in comparison with contemporary issues such as
 
alcoholism,journalism,the railroad system and so on. Mr.Duffy’s fragmented self is also
 
reflected in the narrative structure of Joyce’s text.
Key words:Paralysis,Dubliners,Alcoholism,Fragmentation
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